
On April 26, 2016, Google announced that Google Translate supports  

103 languages and serves over 500 million people daily.
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“In 2018, the global language services industry market size reached just

over 45 billion U.S. dollars and is forecasted to rise to almost 56.2 billion

by 2021.” (Statista.com)

On July 9, 2019, our patent was issued by the USPTO (click here)

We hope that our new technology will greatly impact these markets.
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Translations located under the foreign text eliminate the need to constantly  

look up the dictionary.



Eye Strain  

Mental Fatigue

Decreased Reading Speed/Comprehension

Learning a new language is hard enough without constant obstacles.  

We set out to remove them.

PROBLEM:

After a few sentences of constant shifting of the eyes back and forth, the reader is most likely  

ready to give up because of:
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SOLUTION:

As you can see, we provide a display scheme eliminating that ongoing eye shift:
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Un             joven comio un       higo



HOW IS THIS ACCOMPLISHED:

By designing an alphabet whose letters are  

manipulated to hold smaller constant-width windows.

Monospace fonts are letters that fit  

into such constant width windows.
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See Our Software Program in Action

https://www.dropbox.com/s/9kmozwblojn56yu/rtg-demo.mp 4=ld?0
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/9kmozwblojn56yu/rtg-demo.mp4?dl=0




BUSINESS MODEL:

BUILDING A TRACK RECORD:

We will actively seek situations where our technology is needed

and the positive results can be publicized. An example: TheAmerican  

Academy of Arts & Sciences reported to Congress a significant  

decline in new language learning in U.S. middle schools. We hope

to demonstrate we can help solve this problem at a fraction of the cost  

of high salaried language teachers.

GENERAL STRATEGY:

We would like to leverage the positive experience

by giving free trial periods to institutions and individuals  

to use our software.

We would like to explore publishing our own text  

books for learning new languages.

Not only is printed content a large market for us, but  

also the digital space.

POTENTIAL PARTNERS:

Kindle Book: I.e. Having the option to have your favorite novel translated by Read TwoGether into any language with a push of a button.

Google: E.g. Read TwoGether would be a natural plug-in for Google Translate.

OUR OWN APP:

Users can enter any text and simultaneously see a Read TwoGether translation. See a preliminary version of this at:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/wipvoi14vbcyf2t/demo.mov?dl=0
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